PathScope™ Presentation | Practical

*PathScope is a complete presentation imaging workstation*

PathScope Key Features

- Simple Presentation Setup
- Direct to Display/ No Computer
- HD or Ultra HD 4K* Video
- 30+ Frames Per Second
- Add-on to Most Existing Microscope Systems
- Complete Systems also Available

FITS YOUR SCOPE!

See What You’ve Been Missing...

20X

Legacy CCTV

HD

Ultra HD 4K*

*Available Q1 2016
Your diagnosis should not suffer from questions of image quality. Clear Clean representations of your samples will insure that discussions focus on histology and not on problems with fuzzy low resolution images. HD and Ultra HD 4K remove the doubt that the image artifacts are representative of the data.

**PathScope™ Presentation | Practical**

PathScope speeds imaging workflow, provides quick telepathology connections and costs a fraction of whole slide imaging solutions.

---

**Average Cost of 1 minute in a Tumor Board**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avg # of Doctors</th>
<th>Average $/Hr.</th>
<th>Avg # of Assistants</th>
<th>Average $/Hr.</th>
<th>Avg $/Min.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>$186/HR</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$50/HR</td>
<td>$40.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[12 \times \$186/HR + 4 \times \$50/HR = \$2,433.60/HR\]

---

**Clear Diagnoses**

Your diagnosis should not suffer from questions of image quality. Clear Clean representations of your samples will insure that discussions focus on histology and not on problems with fuzzy low resolution images. HD and Ultra HD 4K remove the doubt that the image artifacts are representative of the data.

**Professional Presentation**

Referral Doctors will be reassured of the quality of your practice through the cues projected via the professional presentations of your case slides. SPOT high resolution, high quality images ensure that you present your best image of your case and your practice.

**KISS | Keep It Simple Solution**

Ensuring your colleagues and students get the most from your sessions, you need a system that is simple to run and reliably on line when you need it. The solutions for many situations is the simple high quality projection of images to be shared by the attendees. SPOT HDVision-M and Ultra HDVision-M* provide that environment.

*Available Q1 2015

**Applications**

- Tumor Board Case reviews
- Class Lectures
- Lab Sessions

---

Call SPOT Imaging Solutions for expert advice on how you can transform your pathology environment with digital imaging and telepathology.

---

6540 Burroughs Avenue
Sterling Heights • MI • 48314-2133
phone: 586.731.6000 • fax: 586.731.6469
website: www.spotimaging.com

SPOT Imaging Solutions
Take a closer look

SPOT PathScope